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Abstract
Purpose Risk of complications following hernia repair is the key parameter to assess risk/benefit ratio of a technique. As
mesh devices are permanent, their risks are life-long. Too many reports in the past assessed mesh safety prematurely after
short follow-ups. We aimed to explore what length of follow up would reveal the full extent of complications.
Methods Time lapses between implantation and excision were analyzed in 460 cases of meshes excised for complications
after hernia repair. Patterns of percentage growth and time lapses at 50th and 95th percentiles were used to compare groups
of different hernia type, age, gender and reason for excision.
Results The 50th and 95th case percentiles in the dataset were at 3.75 and 15.0 years between mesh implantation and excision. For hernia types, the longest time lapses were for groin hernias (4.0 and 16.11 years at 50th and 95th percentiles). The
shortest were for umbilical hernias (2.16 and 9.68 years). Males had later excisions than females (4.11 and 16.1 vs. 2.47 and
9.79 years). Younger patients (< 45 y.o.) had later excisions than older patients (4.12 and 17.68 vs. 3.37 and 10.0 years).
Out of all subgroups, the longest time lapses were for groin hernias in younger males (4.77 and 18.89 years) and for mesh
erosion into organs (4.67 and 17.0 years).
Conclusions Follow-up of more than 15 years is needed to fully assess complications after mesh hernia repair. Especially
longer periods are needed to detect mesh erosion into organs and complications in younger males. Presently, short observations and lack of reporting standard in the literature prohibit accurate assessment of complication risks. We propose to use
cumulative incidence for standardized risk reporting (y% risk at x years). This will show time-dependent patterns and allow
comparisons between different techniques and studies of variable duration. Standardization will also help to predict longterm risks beyond shorter (practical) follow-ups and facilitate real-time monitoring during surveillance.
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Introduction
In memory of senior author Dr. Robert Bendavid.
There can be no doubt that the surgery of abdominal wall
hernias has undergone a vital and consequential transformation since the discovery of synthetic materials. The first
report of a synthetic mesh repair came from Eugène Acquaviva of Marseille (France) in 1944. He used nylon which
had been discovered in 1935 in what he described as a tension free repair [1]. A series of 300 successful cases was
presented by Bourret and Sordinas to the French Congress
of Surgery of 1949 but the new concept never caught on [2].
The next meaningful attempts came from Francis Usher in
1957 who introduced polypropylene and Irving Lichtenstein
in 1989 who promoted polypropylene as an ideal material
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[3, 4]. Both emulated the very technique described by Acquaviva 13 and 45 years earlier, respectively. From Acquaviva to the surge in the mid-1990s in the use of synthetic
materials there was a period of dormancy of 50 years. Such
a delay may well have been due to an ingrained aversion to
foreign bodies in humans as a principle but also, to the fear
of dreaded infections at a time when antibiotics were just
being discovered and suture materials consisted of cotton
and silk [5, 6].
The sudden and ready adoption of polypropylene mesh
in the mid-1990s is unique in surgery. Have we suddenly
embraced implantable mesh in a casual, uncritical and indiscriminate way? It may seem so! According to the recommendations of HerniaSurge through its EHS-International
Guidelines for the Treatment of Hernias in the Adult, mesh
is recommended for all adult hernias in men and women
[7]. Do we have enough information to adapt such a blanket approach? We need to consider quality of available data
and factors related to the commercial nature of the implants.
Competition and shareholder pressures for the companies
and conflicts of interest for scientists are distinct possible
factors that can influence the original research and later,
its analysis and application [8, 9]. Also, quality of data is
affected by the methodological factors: specifically length of
follow-up and sensitivity of studies to detect complications.
As implants are permanent and stay in the body for life, the
risks of associated complications should be considered lifelong. Most of the early published reports were small series
and case reports, which were sporadic and did not allow
prediction of any realistic timing for these events [10–18].
As surgeons become more aware of the fact that implantable mesh devices can present with complications severe
enough to consider mesh removal, we are beginning to see
reports of larger series [19–22]. Among the more common
of these complications are pain, infection, erosion into adjacent organs and bowel obstruction. When do they occur during a patient’s lifetime? How long does it take for them to
accumulate in a cohort and what would be an acceptable
follow-up time for studies? How do we standardize reporting
of the complication rates for studies of different duration,
different techniques and during surveillance?

Methods
Explant data were merged into a single dataset from several
sources: academic tertiary center St. Michael’s Hospital (Canada), a specialized hernia center Shouldice Hospital (Canada)
and clinics of six specialized hernia surgeons from USA (KP,
DG), Canada (JM), Germany (AK, RL), and Romania (VO).
Clinical data from St. Michael’s Hospital, an institution with
a formal Ethics board, were retrieved after approval of the
Research Ethics Board. Contributors from other hospitals and
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clinics without formal ethics boards retrieved data following
standard patient consents allowing anonymous data use. The
data were recorded prospectively, of consecutive mesh excisions with a variable starting point between the sources. The
earliest and the latest points of data collection were 2007 and
2017. All data were analyzed in an anonymous format and
treated to the same ethical standards as per the Research Ethics Board approval of St. Michael’s Hospital.
The inclusion criterion was partial or complete mesh excision. The exclusion criterion was unavailability of the key
clinical information: hernia type, reason for mesh explantation, gender, and time lapse between mesh implantation and
excision. We used mesh excision as an inclusion criterion
and a timing milestone for several reasons. This approach
limited analysis to the cases in which severity and certainty
of the cause of complications justified a revision surgery.
Also, this high severity threshold was chosen with the aim
to reduce cases of clinically insignificant complications and
cases of spontaneous pain improvement that can occur over
time [23]. Additionally, date of excision surgery is reliably
recorded and a reproducible time-point. In contrast, onset of
symptoms is frequently based on subjective recollections.
Microsoft Excel (www.microsoft.com) and XLSTAT
(www.xlstat.com) applications were used for data analysis. The data were analyzed combining all cases together
and as groups separated by hernia type, reason for excision,
gender, and age. For age comparison, the median age of
45 years at implantation in the dataset was used to separate
patients into the younger and older groups. Non-parametric
two-tailed Mann–Whitney test was used for continuous data.
Chi-square test was used for categorical data. Percentiles
were calculated for each case in the entire dataset and each
group separately. Graphs were generated to visualize accumulation of percentages over time since implantation. Time
lapses between mesh implantation and excision at 50th and
95th case percentiles were used as numerical comparators.
We used time-points at these percentiles to compare the
groups as well as to provide analogies for studies of full
cohorts. The lapse at 50th percentile would reflect an estimated time-point when an “ideal” cohort of simultaneous
implantations would accumulate 50% of all possible complications, while the 95th percentile would reflect an estimated
time-point when complication risk assessment would reach
95% accuracy.

Results
There were a total of 460 cases in the dataset after amalgamation of the data from the described sources. The numbers
from each source/co-author were: KP-215, JM-63, VI-46,
VO-42, DG-33, AK-29, RB-20, RL-12. Out of all cases, nine
cases were subject to known past medico-legal assessments.
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The dataset included excisions of mesh from four hernia
types: groin, umbilical, ventral and incisional (Table 1). All
explants were of synthetic meshes, mostly of knitted monofilament polypropylene type, with a smaller proportion of
multifilament and composite devices. For this study we did
not aim to separate cases by mesh type or type of surgical
approach, but rather studied general patterns of timing of
complications. The only exception was mesh plugs as they
are known to behave differently. There were 40 identified
plug devices: all were for groin hernia.
Several reasons for revision, either single or multiple for
each case were identified: pain, hernia recurrence, mesh
infection, mesh erosion into organs (bladder, bowel), and
bowel obstruction without mesh penetration into the bowel
wall. The overlaps between stated reasons for excision
occurred between recurrence and pain, and recurrence and
infection. The larger overlap was between recurrence and
pain. It was seen in 20 cases all of which were groin hernias.
These 20 cases represented 40% of groin cases with recorded
recurrence and 6.7% of those with recorded pain. The other
overlap was in four cases in which both recurrence and infection were stated. We considered recurrence data coincidental
but kept them in the dataset for completeness and because
some cases had another concurrent reason for mesh excision.

All cases combined
In the entire dataset, the time lapses between mesh implantation and excision were 3.75 and 15.0 years at 50th and
95th case percentiles, respectively (range 0.08–31.9 years).
Figure 1 graphically shows growth of cumulative case percentage over time since implantation. This curve would
be similar to a pattern of accumulation of complications
in an “ideal” cohort where all implantations occur at the
same time. In full cohorts, this curve represents cumulative
incidence.
As frequently seen in biological processes, there was an
initial peak of events followed by a gradual decline in the
annual event frequency (Fig. 1, lower panel). The peak was

around one year after mesh implantation. This resulted in a
more rapid initial rise in the number of complication cases
and would correspond to higher annual incidences and a
more rapid rise in the cumulative incidence (complication
rate) in a full cohort. Then, the number of excisions per year
gradually declined which would correspond to a slowing
growth of cumulative incidence over the 2–3 decades after
implantation, to a point when the curves would plateau at
their saturation level (Fig. 1). At that point, in full cohorts all
patients who could develop complications either developed
them or dropped out.

Hernia types
The groin hernia group showed the longest time lapses
with 50th and 95th case percentiles registering at 4.0 and
16.1 years (Table 2). The umbilical hernias had the shortest time lapses (2.16 and 9.68 years at 50th and 95th case
percentiles). The difference was significant for umbilical
vs. groin (Mann–Whitney p = 0.005) and umbilical vs. incisional (p = 0.03) groups. There was a somewhat different
dynamic of case percentage accumulation between the three
major hernia types (groin, incisional, umbilical) (Fig. 2).
The fastest initial rise was observed in the umbilical hernias,
while groin and incisional hernias kept a slower increment
up to the 50th percentile; then the two curves diverged. The
groin hernia cases reached 95th percentile at 16.1 years after
mesh implantation while incisional and umbilical reached
95th percentile at 10.0 and 9.68 years respectively.

Plugs
All 40 cases of excised plugs were from the groin. Out of
these, 39 were removed for pain and 1 for recurrence. The
time lapse for plugs was longer than for flat meshes but it
was not statistically significant (4.88 vs. 3.75 years respectively for 50th and 16.01 vs. 14.65 for 95th percentiles, groin
hernias). Almost all (98%) plugs were removed for pain in

Table 1  Cases of mesh excision included in the study

All hernia types
Hernia types

a

Groin
Incisional
Umbilical
Ventral

Median agea Gender
(years)
M
F

Reasons for revisionb
All reasons

Pain

Recurrence

Infection

Erosion into Bowel
organs
obstruction

45

334

126

460

337

85

43

13

4

42
58
42
43

271
44
11
2

62
52
17
1

333
96
28
3

300
16
21
0

50
32
3
0

3
33
4
3

0
13
0
0

0
4
0
0

Median age at implantation. bSome cases had more than one reason for revision surgery
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Fig. 1  Rise of case percentage over time since implantation (upper) with numbers of excisions per year after implantation (lower). In the upper
graph, 50th percentile is marked by interrupted lines

Table 2  Time lapse (years)
between mesh implantation and
excision at 50th and 95th case
percentiles

All hernia types
Groin
Incisional
Umbilical

All reasons

Pain

Infection

Erosion into organs

50%–3.75
95%–15.00
50%–4.00
95%–16.11
50%–3.75
95%–10.00
50%–2.16
95%–9.68

50%–3.75
95%–15.38
50%–3.96
95%–16.01
50%–2.41
95%–9.35
50%–2.05
95%–8.47

50%–3.41
95%–10.90
< 10 cases

50%–4.67
95%–17.00
No cases

50%–3.75
95%–10.40
< 10 cases

50%–4.67
95%–17.00
No cases

Groups with < 10 cases are excluded from the table to avoid noise of low numbers
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Fig. 2  Percentage (upper) and annual numbers (lower) of excision
cases in three major hernia types: groin, incisional and umbilical.
Although similar in shape, the patterns are different enough to result

in a two-fold difference in timing of the 50th percentile between the
groin and umbilical groups (see Table 2 for numerical values)

comparison with 89% of flat meshes in the groin. This difference was borderline significant (p = 0.053).

(3.41 and 10.9 years). Differences between the groups were
not statistically significant.

Reason for excision

Gender groups

By reason for excision, the longest time lapse was for mesh
erosion into the organs (4.73 and 17.0 years at 50th and
95th percentiles). The shortest time lapses were for infection

Gender analysis showed that there were more male patients
in the dataset (Table 1). This was expected due to the known
gender asymmetry in groin hernias (81% of all groin cases
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Table 3  Time lapse (years) at
50th and 95th percentiles in
gender and age comparisons

All reasons, all hernia types
Pain, all hernia types
All reasons, groin

Males

Females

Younger

Older

50%–4.11
95%–16.09
50%–4.50
95%–16.38
50%–4.50
95%–16.72

50%–2.46
95%–9.79
50%–2.37
95%–10.62
50%–2.41
95%–12.06

50%–4.12
95%–17.68
50%–4.52
95%–17.95
50%–4.77
95%–18.89

50%–3.37
95%–10.00
50%–3.03
95%–9.49
50%–3.11
95%–11.07

Separation into younger and older groups through median age of 45 years

Fig. 3  Analysis by gender
(upper) and age (lower). There
was near two-fold difference in
the steepness of case percentage accumulation between the
groups (see Table 3 for numerical values)
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were males). Male patients had mesh excisions later than
female patients (Table 3, Fig. 3). The difference was significant for all cases together and in the groin hernia group
(p < 0.001 and p = 0.003 respectively). This trend was also
observed in other hernia types, but it did not reach a level of
statistical significance (p > 0.05).

Age groups
To analyze data by age, we separated cases through the
median age of 45 years at mesh implantation. There were
225 patients in the “younger” and 234 in the “older” group
(one patient was excluded due to unconfirmed age). The
younger patients had predominantly groin mesh excisions
(83% of younger vs. 62% of older, p < 0.0001). Pain was
the most frequent cause for mesh excision in the younger
patients for all hernia types (86% of younger vs. 61% older,
p < 0.0001). Younger patients had significantly longer time
lapses for groin hernias (Table 3, Fig. 3, p = 0.001) and
meshes removed for chronic pain (p = 0.004). Explantations
of mesh from the groin in younger patients had the slowest
incremental rise of case percentage out of all tested groups
(4.77 and 18.89 years at 50th and 95th case percentiles).
Another asymmetry in age comparison was for mesh erosion
into organs. There were only 2 erosion cases in the younger
patients compared to 11 in the older group (p = 0.022). There
was no difference in time lapse between younger vs. older
patients for mesh erosion, however the numbers of cases
were low.

Discussion
One of the main parameters to assess safety of an implantable device is its risk/benefit ratio. Assessment accuracy of
risks and recurrences directly affect assessment of this ratio.
For a specific accuracy (e.g. 95%) follow-up needs to be at
least as long as it takes to accumulate that percentage of
all possible complications and recurrences in a cohort. In
prospective studies of full cohorts data are affected by new
recruitment and patient dropout. Continuous new recruitment will delay accumulation of complication cases and
skew data inherent to a procedure. Therefore, analysis of
the cumulative incidence (complication/recurrence rate)
should be timed by implantation and follow-up, not beginning and length of a study. We aimed to estimate the length
of follow-up needed for accurate assessment of complications after mesh hernia repair and analyzed the lapse of time
between mesh implantation and excision. We did not aim
to answer questions of which device or a technique poses
higher risks. Instead, we studied general timing patterns of
complications. Our aim was to help other researchers to better design their studies of full cohorts, assess the risks with

acceptable accuracy and report them in a standardized format. Accumulation of higher quality data will enable valid
comparisons between techniques and identification of superior approaches.
Our observation was that complications can occur years
and decades after implantation. Their frequency was higher
in the first 2 years, then the frequency gradually declined
over a decade or longer, depending on the group. This would
correspond to an initial faster rise of cumulative incidence
(rates) of complications in a cohort, then a slow plateauing until all patients who can develop complications either
develop them or drop out. The rates, or prevalence of some
complications, for example chronic pain, can also decline
over time due to spontaneous resolutions [23]. However, the
symptoms can recur after a temporary period of improvement which would result in a bimodal pattern. In our dataset,
the inclusion criterion was excision surgery which excluded
cases of sustained spontaneous resolution. We observed only
unimodal patterns based on mesh excision as a timing point
and an inclusion criterion.
The 50th case percentile in our dataset was reached at
3.75 years after mesh implantation. This indicated that studies of comparable median follow-up time may have a large,
up to 50% underestimation of the complication risks. The
curves plateaued around 15 years after implantation for all
cases together and over 17 years in some individual groups.
In an earlier report, Klosterhalfen et al. reported median and
maximum time lapses of 23 and 180 months [24]. Our data
were collected approximately 7 years after that study which
gave us more time after the rise of mesh use in the 1990’s.
It is likely that, after another decade a similar project can
yield time lapses longer than in our dataset. This trend was
observed in pelvic mesh devices which had sharper timing
of device introduction into practice. Miklos et al. collected
data between 2011–2013 and reported median and maximum time lapses of 3 and 10 years for devices cleared in
2002 (transvaginal mesh), and 3 and 18 years for devices
cleared in 1996 (slings) [25]. Timing difference between
device introduction (6 years) appeared to affect the difference between maximum time lapses (8 years).
Our 15-year time lapse at 95th percentile may still be a
conservative estimate at this point, as younger patients who
underwent implantations in the 1990’s will live for several
more decades. Based on pure data and not considering financial and practical aspects, follow-up of 15 years or longer
is required for studies aiming to assess the full extent of
complication risks. Based on our PubMed search, the overwhelming majority of the published studies had follow-up
times of less than half of this time. This indicates that there
is a large degree of underestimation which is not readily
acknowledged in the literature and subsequently not recognized in practice. At this stage, we may not yet have enough
data to draw firm conclusions about performance of some
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techniques or devices. Let us attempt to review each group
of complications:

Pain
Pain has become the most prevalent complication following
the use of mesh in hernia surgery. The EHS-HerniaSurge
group provided a review indicating 10–12% incidence of
clinically significant chronic pain with a range of 0.7–75%,
subject to pain definition [7]. Follow up times for the studies referenced in relation to chronic pain were up to 8 years
while most were less than 5 years. Another large review
provided a range of 0–53% for chronic pain after inguinal
herniorrhaphy, where the range was 15–53% when only
studies with pain as a primary outcome were considered
[26]. Follow-up times in the reviewed studies ranged from
3 months to 6.5 years.
It is also important to understand how the long-term data
are collected. For example, the Danish Hernia Database
reported 11% of chronic pain at 1 year. Then the patients
with pain were surveyed at 6.5 years and showed a reduction
in pain intensity. However, based on the described methodology, new incidence appeared not to be studied in the remaining cohort; therefore it was not clear what was the overall
prevalence at 6.5 years [23]. Also, lack of follow-up beyond
6.5 years does not exclude recurrence of the symptoms with
a bimodal pattern.
Parallel comparisons between different techniques that
aim to show difference in the rates, rather than absolute
numbers are expected to be less dependent on the length
of follow-up. However, we observed different steepness of
the percentage rise in different patient groups (Figs. 2, 3).
Similarly, differences in curve steepness between different
techniques can result in challenges for comparative assessment during the earlier years. A case in point came from the
Cochrane review. The reviewed studies had follow-up of up
to 5 years but the authors could not reliably compare chronic
pain between the mesh and non-mesh groups because of
high heterogeneity of follow-up times and definitions in the
studies [27]. Unfortunately, this attention to the length of
follow-up is not always apparent in publications. For example, a recent review aimed to compare chronic pain after
mesh and non-mesh repairs and reviewed 23 randomized
controlled trials (RCTs) [28]. They observed no difference
between the techniques and concluded: “Mesh may be used
without fear of causing a greater rate of chronic pain.” However, the median follow-up in the reviewed studies was only
1.4 years (range 0.5–10 years).
To put the above follow-up times in perspective and estimate the degree of possible underestimation of the risks, our
dataset showed that 50% of groin meshes were explanted for
pain within the first 4.0 years after implantation. Then, the
remaining half had timing of excisions spread over more than
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10 additional years with 95th percentile being at 16.11 years.
Younger male patients showed even longer intervals between
implantation and excision (4.77 and 18.54 years at 50th and
95th percentiles), therefore these patients would need longer
follow-up intervals to accurately assess rates of chronic pain
after groin repair.
In our dataset, 6.7% of groin meshes removed for pain
also had hernia recurrence. In these 6.7%, pain may have
been related to the recurrent herniation. Regardless of the
mechanisms of pain, the overall situation was assessed as
sufficient to justify mesh excision by the treating surgeon.
There was no significant difference of the time lapse between
these complex and pain only cases (5.0 vs. 3.74 respectively
for 50th, and 12.09 vs. 15.43 for 95th percentile, p = 0.51).
Therefore, these complex cases need to be followed for the
same duration. Out of 300 groin meshes removed for pain 39
(13%) were plug devices. The frequency of pain in removed
plugs was higher than that in flat meshes (98% vs. 89%,
p = 0.053). These findings were in line with the published
knowledge that the plugs are higher risk devices [7]. They
also showed a trend for longer time lapses, therefore they
need to be followed for at least the same duration as the flat
devices. Overall, majority (81%) of groin meshes removed
for pain were flat devices without recorded recurrence.

Infection
An earlier publication of Mann et al. may have been one
of the first to describe infections associated with synthetic
mesh “many months from the operation”, but no exact statistics were provided [29]. Delikoukos et al. reported 5 cases of
late onset mesh infections out of 1452 repairs (0.35%). The
infections occurred between 2 and 4.5 years after implantations [30]. More recently, Filippou et al. reported a case of
mesh infected with the rare Ps. aeruginosa 14 years after
surgery [31]. Chen et al. reported eight cases of such late
onset infections occurring from 3 to 60 months after mesh
repairs. The cases were of two complicated incisional and
six inguinal hernia repairs [32]. The latter were identified
as five Lichtenstein and one Rives preperitoneal repair. The
incidence was 0.24% for inguinal and 0.78% for incisional
hernias.
In the present series, the 50th case percentile registered
at 3.41 years while the 95th percentile at 10.9 years after
implantation. In agreement with the earlier studies, infections were more prevalent for incisional hernia than for other
hernia sites (Tables 1, 2).

Erosion‑migration
The word erosion is not a popular term among abdominal
wall surgeons yet, it may well be the mechanism whereby
many mesh complications may be explained. We recently
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showed that slow erosion of mesh into the spermatic cord
can cause pain and dysejaculation [33]. What has not been
well appreciated is that a foreign object can eventually erode
into any tissue and cause damage on its path. Ability of foreign bodies to migrate through human tissues has been continuously described during the previous century [34–38]. It
should not be a surprise that mesh, as a foreign object can
slowly erode through tissues. Forces such as intraabdominal pressure, mesh shrinkage, muscle contractions, etc. can
act to displace the mesh and it is just a matter of time and
tissue strength how far mesh can move through the tissues.
The process may take years with resultant complications
dependent on the involved tissues and organs. Internal erosion and migration have been documented for both, hernia
and vaginal mesh devices [17, 18, 39–43].
A special concern has been erosion into the adjacent viscera, especially after laparoscopic repair. One of the earlier reports in 1996 described mesh invasion of the bladder
following a laparoscopic inguinal hernia repair [44]. Later
reports described mesh migration into the bladder 11 years
after the surgery and a composite mesh migration into sigmoid colon after 5 years in the body [45, 46]. Intraperitoneal
mesh poses higher risks as it can have a direct contact with
the bowel without any anatomical barriers between the mesh
and the bowel. However, mesh devices placed deeper in the
tissues, especially mesh plugs, can also migrate into the peritoneal cavity and then cause either adhesions or continue
their way to erode into the bowel [47–53]. Chronic infection spreading from the bowel lumen can result in a fistula
between the bowel and skin [48, 54–57]. This process of
internal erosion and fistulisation can take 15 years or longer
[55–58].
As time passes since the beginning of widespread use of
prosthetics, we see more reports of mesh erosion through
tissues and mesh migration. To that end, two recent publications have highlighted the clinical import of this most
delayed and challenging of complications. Gossetti et al.
have reviewed 101 clinical reports of mesh-related visceral
complications following inguinal hernia repair [20]. The discussion noted: “reported complications seem to have tripled
in the last decade”. Their conclusion was: “highest incidence
is related to laparoscopic repairs, the lowest to Lichtenstein
technique”. Time-to-event in the reviewed reports ranged
from 2 weeks to 26 years (median 6 years). In another relevant review, Cunningham et al. analyzed data from 84 articles describing mesh migration in 4 hernia types (inguinal,
incisional, umbilical and lumbar/obturator) [22]. Their analysis showed that multiple organs were involved in 31.5% of
cases, the small bowel in 25.5%, colon and bladder in 16.9%
each. Other sites included skin, spermatic cord, scrotum,
adnexa, heart, and general abdominal cavity. Median time
from mesh placement to definitive diagnosis or treatment
was 48 months (interquartile range 24–93).

Our own statistics of the meshes removed for erosion into
a viscus revealed 50th case percentile at 4.67 years and 95th
percentile at 17 years after index surgery (Table 2). Erosion into organs had the longest time lapse between mesh
implantation and excision in comparison with other types
of complications. It indicated that accurate assessment of
erosion risk would need especially longer follow-up times.
We assessed only cases of clinically obvious erosion of mesh
into organs. Based on our histological observations, we
expect internal erosion through tissues without organ perforation to be much more prevalent. The resultant symptoms,
such as pain or organ dysfunction would depend on damaged
internal structures. Mesh displacement and deformation can
also expose tissues for recurrent herniation. Meshoma formation is another clinically detectable phenomenon caused
by mesh movement and deformation.
We observed a smaller number of mesh erosions in
younger patients than in older ones. At the same time,
younger patients had longer time lapses for other complications. This finding suggests a possible pathophysiological
connection. Younger patients may have later presentations
because their stronger tissues can delay onset of symptoms
related to internal mesh erosion.

Bowel obstruction
This complication could be either due to erosion of mesh
into/through the wall of the intestines or due to intraperitoneal adhesions [51, 52, 59]. Such cases of bowel obstruction may defy statistical registration since they are usually
emergencies. As surgeons become more aware of this possible complication, significant series are expected to be
reported. One such study covered 733 patients who underwent laparoscopic ventral hernia repair and reported 17%
reoperations out of which 14.4% or 2.5% of the entire series
were for bowel obstruction [21]. The mean follow-up was
19.3 months.
In our dataset we had only four cases of meshes removed
for bowel obstruction without mesh erosion into the bowel.
The time lapses were 3.65 and 4.61 years 50th and 95th
percentiles.

Recurrence
Since mesh excision is not routinely carried out during reoperation for recurrence our data of recurrences was considered mostly coincidental and was not analyzed. The question of how long follow-up should be to accurately assess
the recurrence rates was previously raised in the literature.
Analysis of the large Herniamed database showed that
57.46% of hernia recurrences occurred within 10 years after
operation, while the remaining 42.54% occurred much later,
some even after 50 years [60]. Incisional hernias showed
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faster accumulation of recurrences: 91.87% occurred within
10 years of the last operation. A breakdown of the Herniamed data showed that only 77% of groin hernia recurrences
presented clinically within 20 years after repair [60]. The
follow-up would need to extend well beyond 20 years to
assess the long-term recurrence risks with 95% accuracy.
Although our data for recurrences were coincidental and the
number of cases was only a fraction of the 171,143 cases in
the Herniamed database, the general patterns were similar:
faster accumulation of recurrences for incisional hernia and
slower for the groin.
Similarly to complications, failure to implement sufficient
follow-up will result in underestimation of recurrence rates
and subsequently affect assessment of the risk/benefit ratio.
It could be argued that short follow-ups underestimate both
the complication and recurrence rates, and therefore may not
affect the ratio. However, as we observed in different patient
groups, the degree of underestimation between the groups
can be very different in the early years after mesh implantation. It can also be different between recurrences and complications in the same group which would affect the ratio.

Risk/benefit ratio
Our aim was not to calculate the risk/benefit ratio but rather
to estimate what length of follow-up is needed to accurately
assess the risk part of the ratio. The literature analysis
above showed that, due to short follow-up intervals most
currently available data in the publications do not reveal the
full extent of the risks of hernia mesh devices. The available data for recurrences as a measure of the benefit are
also affected by follow-up duration. As Herniamed data of
groin hernias showed, follow-up of over 20 years is needed
to assess recurrence risk with accuracy better than 77% [60].
We conducted a separate literature review focusing on recurrences and found that the majority of studies had follow-ups
of less than 5 years. Overall, even considering the financial
and administrative challenges of long studies, most studies
for either complications or recurrences had unacceptably
short follow-ups. More studies with longer follow-ups are
still needed to accurately assess the risk/benefit ratios and
conduct statistically valid comparisons of devices and techniques, including pure tissue repairs. These studies may still
not reach the ideal lengths of follow-up; therefore they need
to report data in a time-dependent format and inform practicing surgeons of the incomplete nature of the data. In the
meantime, we must accept that the ideal implant is yet to be
discovered and a judicious approach must be exercised in the
use of all current foreign materials. In many instances, the
“old ways” may still be valid, safe and rewarding and must
not be discarded for the simple notion of being modern, up
to date or in sync with one’s colleagues. Alexander Pope
was never wrong when he penned his aphorism: “Be not the
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first by whom the new are tried. Nor yet the last to lay the
old aside”.

Standardization of risk reporting
Based on information provided in the reviewed studies and
definitions of statistical terms we identified at least two
methods that were used to calculate complication rates in
the studies: cumulative incidence and prevalence. Cumulative incidence represents the proportion of patients who,
initially symptom-free started experiencing a disease during
a period of time [61, 62]. Prevalence represents the proportion of patients who had a disease either at one point in time
(point prevalence) or during a period of time (period prevalence). Cumulative incidence was a more common method
as authors counted together all patients who started experiencing a complication at any time during the follow-up.
Although cumulative incidence should be reported with a
time denominator, most publications reported it as a single
number. Median follow-up time, if given would be provided
separately. Only few recent studies tracked timing of the
risks using different approaches: Kaplan–Meier curves of
either recurrence-free survival or risk of reoperation; and
cumulative incidence curves of recurrences [63–69]. In relation to complications, one study used cumulative incidence
[70]. Prevalence as a method to calculate complication rates
was not as common in the reviewed studies. We observed
it being used to assess chronic pain. For example, Aasvang
et al. reported the final percentage of patients who continued to experience pain at the study end [23]. Studies that
used questionnaires asking if patients had pain at the time of
answering them would also collect prevalence data.
In other specialties that employ implantable devices there
is a trend to assess risks using time-dependent approaches.
For example, Kaplan–Meier curves have been used to
describe survival of dental implants, risk of reoperation after
knee replacements, and risk of capsule contracture around
breast implants [71–74]. Cumulative incidence has been
used to show risks for knee revisions in articles and publications of the Canadian Joint Replacement Registry [75, 76].
As described, we observed a high heterogeneity of reporting approaches, length of follow-up and quality of methods description in the reviewed hernia publications. This
situation makes it difficult to accurately assess the risks
and compare different techniques. Our data indicated that
follow-up needs to be over 15 years which can be challenging technically and financially. At the same time, usefulness of the more achievable shorter studies is further
reduced by non-standardized reporting. The field of hernia
surgery needs standardization of reporting to continue its
evidence-based development. The question is what would
be the most appropriate approach for standardization? The
method should track risks in time to enable comparison of
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different techniques and studies of different duration. Both
cumulative incidence and Kaplan–Meier curves have been
used in the literature. The Kaplan–Meier curves were used
as a conventional survival of either implant or patient, as
well as inverted, to show accumulation of revisions. Graphically, inverted Kaplan–Meier curve is similar to cumulative
incidence. As a statistical term, cumulative incidence provides the best fit for the purpose. It defines the risk for an
individual patient to contract a disease (complication) within
a given period of time (from implantation to follow-up
end) [61, 62]. Graphically, cumulative incidence is always
shown in one direction. Our graphs reflected cumulative
incidence in percentage values. A standard way to report
it numerically is together with the time period. Based on
our literature review, it is already the most common method
to calculate complication rates, although reported without
the time denominator. The only additional step would be
to record complications together with the lapse time, then
use the data to graphically show that relationship and report
numbers in the format Y % risk at X time.
It could be argued that cumulative incidence does not
account for spontaneous resolutions of chronic pain that can
be reflected by prevalence. However, serial takes of point
prevalence would be needed to show its changes in time. The
methodology would be impractical as a standard. Additional
studies can be conducted to determine patterns of pain after
the overall risk to ever experience chronic pain is determined
by the cumulative incidence. An argument against a timedependent approach could be that risk/benefit ratio is less
dependent on time as both parameters are affected simultaneously. An important note is that steepness of the risk rise
may be different between the complications and recurrences.
Therefore, it will affect the risk/benefit ratio, especially in
the early years after implantation.
Standardized reporting cannot replace the need for longer
follow-up to minimize underestimation. Longer follow-ups
are also needed to compare different techniques and devices
as curve steepness can be different, especially in the early
years. We observed different steepness of the accumulation
curves, depending on patient factors (age, gender) and hernia
type. The best balancing factor is still time, time to reach
the time-dependent plateau in the risk growth. Therefore, it
should be aimed to extend duration of follow-up as much as
technically and financially possible and report data together
with their timing.

patient population. Regrettably, in their eagerness to report
success stories, too many authors have been documenting
prematurely what can now be seen as preliminary findings.
The technical aspect of any surgery can be mastered in a
relatively short time, but assessment of the risk/benefit ratio
must depend on the long-term results in patients. Follow-up
interval needed to fully assess the risks of mesh hernia repair
is estimated to exceed 15 years, yet majority of the published
studies had follow-up intervals of less than half of that time.
In addition to short follow-ups, lack of reporting standards
further complicates the issue. We believe that our patients,
practicing surgeons, the scientific community, and regulating bodies are in urgent need of standardization of reporting
of complication risks for permanent prosthetic devices. We
propose to use cumulative incidence in the format of Y% rate
at X years and graphically show the relationship between the
risks and time since implantation. It would allow statistically valid comparisons between studies of different duration and different techniques; help predicting long-term risks
beyond realistic follow-ups; and facilitate early identification
of unsafe devices. In the meantime, a judicious approach
must be exercised in the use of all current foreign materials.
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Conclusion
Whereas occasional and rare reports of mesh complications
were the rule in the past, the last 10 to 15 years have allowed
a better perception of the march of events of synthetics in the
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